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comprehensive IRE could be something like, “Contrast what was modern about 
warfare during the Civil War with elements of what war has always been.” The title 
for such an essay might be “New Age of Warfare With Traditional Hardships.” In a 
think-aloud, write-aloud (TAWA), the teacher shows, while talking out loud, how 
to review the prompt, reread notes taken across resources used in the unit (e.g., as 
in figure 7.6), and use a planning sheet to record selected notes that pertain to the 
prompt (Gunning, 2010). The goal is to make “the processes of choosing a form, 
selecting ideas, generating illustrations and sentences, as transparent as possible to 
the students” (Hoyt, 2002, p. 244). Writing a constructed response can be as simple 
as ABC when following a structure that guides writers in effectively and efficiently 
meeting expectations for the task. Although the format for a more involved IRE 
that synthesizes information from multiple sources is expanded slightly from the 
constructed paragraph, it remains as simple as ABC. The teacher models ABBC for 
paragraph construction and ATripleBC for writing an IRE. Figure 7.2 can be used 
as an anchor chart, and figure 7.3 shows a classroom anchor chart and a teacher’s 
model of an ABBC paragraph. 

ABBC for Writing a Constructed Response

A constructed response paragraph is written to answer a question prompt or respond to a 
petition prompt . It should minimally contain the following structure in order to effectively express 
the writer’s thinking and knowledge related to the prompt . If writers have another significant 
supporting detail, they most certainly can add it to the paragraph with an additional B .  

The acronym for writers to remember is ABBC . It’s as simple as ABC! 

A— Announce or introduce . Just as morning announcements in the school broadly tell what 
will happen during the day, the introductory sentence(s) in a constructed response 
paragraph broadly announces what will follow in general terms—a premise meant to grab 
the reader’s attention .

B— Build up . The writer elaborates and expands a first supporting detail for the premise stated 
in the introduction . Cite the source of information .

B— Build up . The writer elaborates and expands a second supporting detail for the premise 
stated in the introduction . Cite the source of information .

C— Connect back to conclude with a convincing statement (3 Cs) . The author writes a closing 
sentence(s) that connects back to the premise stated in the introduction to conclude with 
a strong, convincing statement . 

Transition words, effectively selected, guide the reader smoothly, sentence-to-sentence, across the 
paragraph . Teaching and modeling how to decide which transition word to use where and when is 
essential . It’s an important component in the craftsmanship of good writing . 

Figure 7.2: ABBC for writing a constructed response. 
Visit www.learningsciences.com/bookresources to download a reproducible version of this figure.


